
Rules for the era 100BC – 200AD

Version 2.1 – Dec 2002

Alfons Libert 

Translated from Flemish to English - Jan 2004

I needed to translate these rules in a hurry to help out a fellow gamer, 
so I have not spent much time on grammar and spell checking. My

apologies for the (probably) many errors. If there’s a good soul out there
who wants to take it upon himself to correct these errors and send me

a “good English” version of Ordinum Servate, it will be much appreciated. 
Have fun with the rules.

“Fons” Libert

Ordinum Servate
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General information

You need

Several D6, a ruler in cm, casualty markers.

Scales

1 figure represents 30 to 40 persons. 1 chariot, elephant or catapult model represents 1 in reality. 1 centimetre is 
about 5 meters.

Troop types

Close order infantry Ex. Legionnaires, Praetorians and Auxilia

Loose order infantry Ex. Gallic, British, German, Arab warbands

Open order infantry Ex. Archers, javelin men and slingers

Close order cavalry Ex. cataphract

Loose order cavalry Ex. Roman and Gallic armoured cavalry

Open order cavalry Ex. German, British and Gallic light cavalry

Chariots (is cavalry) Ex. British and Gallic light chariots

Elephants Ex. Carthaginian, Roman elephants

Artillery Ex. Roman Scorpio and Onager

Commanders Ex. Roman emperor or governor, British or Gallic warlord

Officers Ex. Roman Legatus and tribunes, British or Gallic chiefs

Formations

Basing and unit size

Close order infantry 4 figs on a 6cm wide stand.
Between 4 and 6 stands per unit

Loose order infantry 3 figs on a 6cm wide stand.
Between 9 and 12 stands per unit

Open order infantry 1 fig on a 2cm wide stand.
Between 8 and 12 stands per unit

Close order cavalry 2 figs on a 5cm wide stand.
Between 2 and 6 stands per unit

Loose order cavalry 2 figs on a 5cm wide stand.
Between 4 and 6 stands per unit

Open order cavalry 1 fig on a 2,5cm wide stand.
Between 8 and 16 stands per unit

Chariots 1 model with 2 crew per stand.

Elephants 1 model with 1 “driver” and 2 crew per stand.

Artillery 1 model with the necessary crew per stand.

Commanders 1 to 3 figs per stand.
One stand per army

Officers 1 to 3 figs per stand.
Maximum of 7 stands per legion – 1 stand per tribal 
contingent

Formations

Close Order infantry
Main task is infantry combat, can 
only charge non-moving cavalry

March column: 1 stand wide with the rest in depth.
Block: 2 stands wide with the rest in depth

Loose Order infantry
Main task is infantry combat, can 
only charge non-moving cavalry

March column: 1 stand wide with the rest in depth.
Block: 3 stands wide with the rest in depth
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Open order infantry
Main task is to skirmish, can 
only charge other skirmishers or 
outnumbered enemies. Can 
charge elephants and chariots 
but no cavalry.

March column: 3 stands wide with the rest in depth.
Line: all stands in a single line with 2cm between stands.
Double  line: 2 single lines with 5 cm between the lines and 2cm between stands.
Block: 4 stands wide with the rest in depth
Attached to an infantry block: takes the width of the infantry block with the rest of 
the stands in depth  (can fire over the infantry block but only straight forward)

Close Order cavalry
Main task is the cavalry charge

March column: 1 stand wide with the rest in depth.
Block: 3 stands wide with the rest in depth. Can only move straight forward in 
this formation, must wheel before movement.

Loose Order cavalry
Main task is the cavalry charge 
but can skirmish too

March column: 1 stand wide with the rest in depth.
Block: 2 stands wide with the rest in depth. Is allowed to wheel during 
movement. 
Skirmish: 1 stand wide with the rest in depth but with 5cm between stands. Can 
“fire” forward and to the right in this formation.

Open Order cavalry
Main task is to skirmish but is 
allowed to charge in case of 
emergencies.

March column: 2 stands wide with the rest in depth.
Block: 4 stands wide with the rest in depth.
Single file: 1 stand wide with the rest in depth but with 2cm between stands. Can 
“fire” forward and to the right in this formation.

Chariots
Main task is to skirmish but is 
allowed to charge in case of 
emergencies.

March column: 1 stand wide with the rest in depth.
Block: 3 chariots wide with 2 cm between them, the rest in depth.
Single file: 1 chariot wide with the rest in depth but with 2cm between stands. 
Can “fire” forward and to the right in this formation.

Close Order Infantry in block formation Attached archers

The game

The turn sequence

To simplify matters all non-Romans are referred to as “barbarians” from this point onwards.

Compulsory tests barbarians + execution of the resulting moves
Barbarian movement
Roman fire
Melees + second round of melees.
Morale tests + execution of the resulting moves. Pursuit of fleeing enemies.

Compulsory tests Romans + execution of the resulting moves
Roman movement
Barbarian fire
Melees + second round of melees.
Morale tests + execution of the resulting moves. Pursuit of fleeing enemies.

Compulsory tests

Warbands

Warbands comprised of several tribal contingents or the retinues of noblemen to whom they had taken a vow of 
loyalty. On top of this these barbarian warriors were very individualistic. They were therefore difficult to control in 
battle and usually stormed straight forward as soon as their blood was up. To simulate this the barbarian player 
has to roll a dice for every warband under his command during the compulsory tests phase. On a roll of 1 the 
warband has to move a full move distance forward. If the warband encounters an enemy unit during this move its 
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forward movement automatically turns into a charge. If the warband meets an obstacle this stops his forward 
movement. Only a positive test in the next turn can regain control of the warband. 

Fear

When a unit meets an enemy that it fears for the first time this has of course an effect on its morale and 
performance. The best example of this is elephants, these made a great impression on troops that met them for 
the first time in battle.  

This test must be taken immediately when a unit enters an elephant’s 90° field of vision within the elephants 
charge distance, unless the unit leaves this field of vision/charge distance in the same movement. Fanatics are 
fearless and do not need to take this test, neither do skirmishers who’s open formation protects them from 
charging elephants. 

D6 + base morale value: 
+1 attached leader.
+1 for every formed friendly unit within 10 cm.
-1 for every fleeing friendly unit within 10 cm.
-1 for every 25% casualties

7+ unit overcomes its fear and stands its ground, or may charge if that are its orders. 
5-6 unit overcomes its fear and stands its ground, or may charge if that are its orders but it fights with only 

half its dice against this feared enemy. 
5- the unit runs 2D6 x2cm away from the feared enemy. Its formation is broken and it ends its movement 

with its back to the enemy.  It has to take a morale test to rally. If the charging elephant reaches the unit 
during its flight it is automatically broken. The unit continues to flee another 2D6x2cm and it takes 1D6 
casualties in the process. 

Terror

Only applicable to cavalry that is confronted with elephants (horses don’t like elephants).  This test has to be taken 
immediately by all cavalry (friendlies too) that come nearer than 20cm of an elephant. If the elephant is not within 
the 90° field of vision of the horses the test does not have to be taken. If an elephant charges in the direction of 
horses the latter must flee (without a test) – see result for a 6- in the table. 

Cavalry and chariots can never charge elephants; you cannot get an unaccustomed horse to do that. 

Because by this test the willingness of the horses (as opposed to the riders) to be confronted with these giants is 
tested, there are no modifiers. 

D6 + base morale value

8+ unit overcomes its fear and stands its ground.
6-8 unit retires a full move distance in good order. 
6- unit runs 3D6 x2cm away from the feared enemy. Its formation is broken and it ends its movement with

its back to the enemy.  It has to take a morale test to rally. If the charging elephant reaches the unit 
during its flight it is automatically broken. The unit continues to flee another 3D6x2cm and it takes 1D6 
casualties in the process. 

Movement

Consists of 3 phases:
Declare charges, test charges– opponent does his charge reaction tests.
Physically place charges place and charge reactions.
Normal movement. 

Charges

It is not allowed to pre-measure. When a declared charge fails because of a misjudged distance to the target unit, 
the charging unit has to be moved forward its entire charge movement.  It is allowed to wheel up to 45° at the start 
of a charge to line up with the target, but in this case the charge distance has to be measured from the most 
distant front corner of the charging unit before the wheel is performed. One can only charge enemies who are with 
at least one stand within the 90° field of vision of the charging unit before it wheels. There has to be an 
uninterrupted line of sight between at least one stand of both units. 
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Elephant and cavalry1 can charge, chariot en cavalry 2 cannot.

Who can charge?

Close order infantry can charge everyone except moving cavalry and moving chariots. 
Loose order infantry can charge everyone except moving cavalry and moving chariots.
Open order infantry can only charge other open order infantry or outnumbered enemies, even chariots and 
elephants if they pass their fear test in case of the latter. They can never charge cavalry
Close order cavalry can charge everybody but elephants. May counter charge.
Loose order cavalry can charge everybody but elephants. May counter charge.
Open order cavalry can charge everybody but elephants. May counter charge.
Chariots can charge everybody but elephants. May counter charge.
Scorpios are not mobile en therefore can not charge. 

Charge test attacker

D6 + base morale value: 
+3 if commander is attached.
+2 if officer is attached.
+1 for every formed friendly unit within 10 cm.
-1 for every fleeing friendly unit within 10 cm.
-1 for every destroyed friendly unit within 20 cm
-1 for every 25% casualties.

8+  unit may charge with charge bonus.
6-7  unit may charge without charge bonus.
4-5  unit remains in place, no charge.
4- the unit runs 2D6 x2cm away from the enemy. Its formation is broken and it ends its movement

with its back to the enemy.  It has to take a morale test to rally. If a charging enemy reaches the 
unit during its flight it is automatically broken. The unit continues to flee another 2D6x2cm and it 
takes 1D6 casualties in the process.

Charge reaction test defender

D6 + base morale value: 
+3 if commander is attached.
+2 if officer is attached.
+1 for every formed friendly unit within 10 cm.
-1 for every fleeing friendly unit within 10 cm.
-1 for every destroyed friendly unit within 20 cm
-1 for every 25% casualties.

8+ unit stands with hold order for infantry, can counter charge if cavalry or can fire at attacker if 
armed with missiles.

6-7 unit stands with hold order for infantry, cannot counter charge if cavalry or cannot fire at attacker 
if armed with missiles.

4-5 unit retires 2D6 x2cm (3D6 x2 cav) away from the enemy (front). If the charge reaches the unit
at this new position the melee is fought here. The charger has to physically place his charge in 
any way, even if the evasion was successful.

4- unit retires 2D6 x2cm (3D6 x2 cav) away from the enemy. Its formation is broken and it ends 
with its back to the enemy. It has to take a morale test to next turn.  If a charging enemy reaches 
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the unit during its flight it is automatically broken. The unit continues to flee another 2D6x2cm 
and it takes 1D6 casualties in the process.

Change of target

When a charging unit cannot reach a fleeing target but can reach another target within its charge distance and 
direction it may charge this new target. The target has to take an immediate charge reaction test but can under no 
circumstances counter charge or fire. The result >8 on the table becomes automatically a 6-7 result.

Reaction of Skirmishers to a charge

Open order infantry and cavalry that are being charged must always attempt to evade. 

Roll 1D6:
  
1 the unit stands without taking any action, she can however fight back with its stands that are in contact 

with the enemy. 
2,3,4 the unit runs 2D6 x2cm away from the enemy without firing.  
5,6 the unit may fire into the charge before she runs 2D6 x2cm away from the enemy. Its formation is broken 

and it ends with its back to the enemy. It has to take a morale test to next turn.  If a charging enemy 
reaches the unit during its flight it is automatically broken. The unit continues to flee another 2D6x2cm 
and it takes 1D6 casualties in the process.

Should the unit succeed in inflicting at least 25% casualties on the attacker with its missiles than the attack is 
stopped. The attacker has to take a morale test at the next possible occasion and the defending unit does not 
have to run.

This rule applies to all charges that are fired upon. If they take 25% casualties, the charge is stopped and they 
have to take a morale test. 

Skirmishers after a dice roll of 1. Only the 4 figs in contact fight back, but the casualties suffered are taken on the 
entire unit. 

Normal movement

Close order and Loose order infantry may now perform a change of formation. This does however cost them their 
entire move. 

A 180° about face costs 5 cm for infantry and 10 cm for cavalry. Infantry can move back 5 cm; cavalry always 
needs to turn 180°. The crossing of rivers and other wide linear obstacles costs an entire move.  One can only 
move trough friendly light troops, and this under the condition that they are not in a block formation. 
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Commanders and leaders are moved, attached and detached after all other movement. Any bonus they may give 
is therefore given from their original position. 

Type Name unit Move charge obstacle Rough terrain

COI Cohortes Legiones 15 cm 25 cm -10 cm / 2

COI Auxilia Cohortes Pedites 15 cm 25 cm -10 cm / 2

LOI Warbands 20 cm 30 cm -5 cm / 2

OOI Skirmishers 20 cm 30 cm -5 cm / 2

COC Cataphract 20 cm 30 cm / / 3

LOC Auxilia Equites Alares (Roman Cav) 30 cm 40 cm / / 2

LOC Gallic Noble cavalry 30 cm 40 cm / / 2

OOC Light cavalry 40 cm 40 cm / / 2

CH Chariots 40 cm 40 cm / / 3

EL Elephants and camels 15 cm 20 cm / / 3

O Commanders on foot
On horseback or in chariot

20 cm
40 cm

/
/

-10 cm
/

/ 2
/ 2

Fire

Who can fire and how?

All slingers, archers, javelin men (minus close order, loose order infantry and close order cavalry) and artillery that 
are in range and that can see their target in a 90° field of vision (see drawing). Firers who are positioned higher 
than their target may fire over friendly troops under the condition that these friendly troops are closer to them than 
to the enemy. Firers who are positioned higher than their target may add 20% to their close and long ranges. It is 
allowed to fire into a melee (as a desperate measure) but the casualties must be equally divided over the attacker 
and the defender. 

Type of weapon Number of shots per 
turn

Long range
In cm

Short range
In cm

To hit long range To hit short range

archers 1 40 - 20 < 20 6+ 5+

Slingers 2 * 20 - 10 < 10 6+ 5+

javelins 1 ** 16 - 8 <   8 6+ 5+

Scorpio 1, 2 of 3 75 - 40 < 40 5+ ** 4+ ***

* Slingers may fire twice in one turn (use 2D6 per fig) if they have not moved that turn and only once (1D6) if they 
did move. 

** javelins in chariots may fire twice in one turn, regardless if they have moved or not. 

*** There is no saving throw from a Scorpio hit. This is to represent the enormous hitting power of a Scorpio bolt. 
When one scores a hit with a Scorpio on a close or loose order formation one may roll a second dice with a +1 on 
the to hit value. This to represent the piercing of several men with one bolt.  When this second dice also lands a 
hit, one may roll a last dice with a +2 on the to hit value. This is of course only possible on short range because it 
is impossible to roll a seven.  
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Calculation of fire results.

Roll 1 D6 per firer +/- modifiers and determine the number of hits. The opponent now rolls for his saving throws. 
The unsaved hits are removed (1 fig per hit) and a casualty marker (= morale test required marker) is placed with 
the unit. 

Modifiers on number of dice:

+2D6  fire at a large target (elephant)   -2D6 fire at moving chariots
-2D6  fire at a skirmish formation    -1D6 target = in light cover
-1D6  fire at a charging enemy     -2D6 target = in heavy cover

Saving throws fire & Melee

Cohortes Legiones 4+

Auxilia Cohortes Pedites 4+

Warbands 5+

Skirmishers 6..

Cataphract 4+

Auxilia Equites Alares (cav) 5+

Gallic Noble cavalry 5+

Light cavalry and camels 6..

Chariots 4+

Elephant (can take 5 hits) 3+

When one fires in the back or right flank of a target, the target loses the protection of their shields. Their saving 
throw is augmented by 1 to represent this. Example: a warband with a saving throw of 5 is shot in the back; their 
new saving throw in this particular situation is 6.

In case of hits (by fire) on elephants one has to roll a D6. On a roll of 1-2-3 the crew takes the hits (always remove 
the mahout (“driver”) last). On 4-5-6 the elephant takes the hits. When the elephant takes the hits one has to 
immediately take a stampede test, unless the total number of hits the elephant has accumulated is 5, in which 
case the elephant is killed. 

Stampede test

When an elephant is hit by missiles or in melee, or when he loses a combat, there is the possibility that he will 
stampede. When the mahout is killed the elephant automatically stampedes without a test. An elephant does not 
have a morale value so the test is without any modifiers.  Roll a D6.

6-3 The elephant remains under control
1-2 The elephant stampedes. Roll a D6 for the direction of his stampede and let him flee 3D6 x 2cm in that 

direction. A stampeding elephant cannot be stopped en continues to flee 3D6 x 2cm in a straight line until 
it reaches the edge of the table. All formed units, even friendly ones, that he passes through get 1D6 
casualties. Skirmishers do not suffer casualties thanks to their open formation. 

• When the elephant stampedes as a result of hits taken in melee or when he loses a combat, he turns 180° 
and stampedes in that direction. 

• When the elephant stampedes as a result of hits taken by missile fire, or when his mahout gets killed, he 
stampedes without turning first. 
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Melees

How many figs fight?

The principle is that only figs that are in base-to-base contact count in melee, but there are exceptions.

Close order infantry All figs in the first two ranks that are in contact count. When attacked in the 
flank or rear ONLY the figs that are in contact with the enemy count. 

Warbands All figs in the front rank count. Warbands get a +1 bonus for every rank (that 
has at least 75% of its figs left) behind the front rank. When attacked in flank or 
rear the front rank still counts with all its figures, but the rank bonus only counts 
for 1/3rd. Example: a 4 rank warband is attacked in the flank, it gets a rank 
bonus of 1 instead of 3. 

Fanatics Same as the warband but the figs in the front rank count double. (2 dice per fig 
instead of 1)

Elephants Fight with 4 dice for the animal and 1 dice per member of the crew. 

Chariots Fight with 2 dice for the chariot and 1 dice for the warrior on board. When a 
chariot loses a melee it is automatically destroyed. 

Scorpio or Onagers Fight with 1 dice per crewmember. 

Cavalry Fights with all its figs against infantry except when the infantry has all flanks 
covered (support within 10cm on all flanks, the rear included). In this case the 
cavalry fights with 50% of its figures. Cavalry always fights with all its figs 
against other cavalry. 

Calculation of melee results

1D6 per fig in contact (see exceptions)

Modifiers:

+2D6 Commander attached   +1D6 Officer attached
+2D6 charge bonus regular troops  +3D6 charge bonus warbands
+4D6 charge bonus fanatics   +1D6  per rank (only for wb & fanat)
+3D6 Flank assault     +4D6 Assault in rear
+2D6  on higher ground

There is NO charge, flank or rear bonus for the second round of melee.

In order to claim a flank or rear bonus the assaulting unit has to start its assault from the correct position. (See 
drawing).
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The side with the most casualties after saving throws loses the melee. This unit gets a morale test marker 
(casualty marker). In case of a tie there’s an immediate second round of melee and both sides get a morale test 
marker. The side with the most casualties (in the two rounds combined) retreats 2D6x2 with her front to the enemy. 
It will have to take its morale test (in the appropriate phase of the turn) in this new position. If the second round of 
melee still leaves the melee undecided then both side retreat as above. 

When an attached leader is with the losing unit its player throws a D6. A 1 means the leader is killed, 2 and 3 
wounded. In both cases the leader’s bonus counts negative in the next morale test. 

To hit throws melee

Cohortes Legiones 5+

Auxilia Cohortes Pedites 5+

Warbands 5+

Skirmishers 6..

Cataphract 5+

Auxilia Equites Alares (roman cav) 6..

Gallic Noble cavalry 6..

Light cavalry and camels 6..

Chariot 6..

Elelphant 5+

Melee hits always count for the elephant, the crew is sitting high and dry and can’t be reached. Actual hits (after 
saving throws) on an elephant always result in a stampede test unless the accumulated number of hits is 5 in 
which case the elephant dies. 

A unit that is reduced to 25% of her original strength is destroyed. Place a destroyed marker (two casualty figs) on 
the spot and remove the unit. 

Morale test

Test when?

When a unit takes casualties from missile fire.
When a unit loses a melee.
When one wants to rally a fleeing unit.
When a friendly unit flees within 10 cm.
When a friendly unit is destroyed within 20 cm.
When the Army Commander dies, every unit of his army has to take a test that turn.

Base morale values

Cohortes Legiones 6

Auxilia Cohortes Pedites 5
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Warbands 5

Fanatics 6

Skirmishers 4

Cataphract 5

Auxilia Equites Alares (Roman cav) 5

Gallic Noble cavalry 6

Light cavalry and camels 5

Chariots 5

Calculation of morale test

D6 + base morale value
Modifiers:

-3 Commander is killed
-2 Commander is killed of wounded in THIS turn while attached to this unit.  
-1 Officer is killed of wounded in THIS turn while attached to this unit.  
+2  Commander is attached.   
+1 Officer is attached.
+1 Per formed friendly unit within10 cm.
-1 Per fleeing friendly unit within 10 cm.
-2 Per destroyed friendly unit within 20 cm.
-1 Per 25% casualties. 

Results for infantry

10+ Unit is in good order. 
5-9 Unit retires 2D6 x 2cm in good order with its front to the enemy.
5- Unit flees 2D6 x2cm away from the enemy. Her formation is broken and she ends with her back to the 

enemy. The unit has to take a morale test to rally next turn. If a charging enemy reaches her during her 
flight she’s automatically broken en continues to run with 1D6 casualties.  

Results for cavalry

6+ Unit retires 3D6 x 2cm in good order with its front to the enemy.
5- Unit flees 3D6 x2cm away from the enemy. Her formation is broken and she ends with her back to the 

enemy. The unit has to take a morale test to rally next turn. If a charging enemy reaches her during her  
flight she’s automatically broken en continues to run with 1D6 casualties.  

These movements have to be executed immediately. 

Pursuit

Fanatics and warband MUST pursue fleeing or retiring units. All other units except Roman Legionaires MUST too 
but can try to avoid this obligation by rolling a D6. On a result of 5 or 6 the unit does not have to pursue.  

The pursuer rolls 2D6 x 2cm (or 3D6 for cavalry). This is the distance that he is allowed to pursue. If this distance 
is enough to reach the fleeing unit the latter is automatically broken and it has to continue to flee 2D6x2cm 
(immediately) while losing 1D6 casualties. The pursuer remains in this new position. 

If the enemy retired in good order and can be reached with the pursuit distance, a new melee is fought in this 
position in the next turn. Both units CANNOT take any other actions next turn but other units CAN reinforce this 
melee during both players movement phase.  Reinforcements always close in in the back of a unit, you cannot 
reinforce a unit’s depleted ranks with figs from another unit. 

Special rules

Legionaires & Praetorians

Are well-drilled, stubborn troops with high morale. They may ignore their FIRST morale test. All figs in the first two 
ranks count in melee. They do not have to pursue, they have the choice to do so. 

Warband

Must test every turn to see if they remain in control. 
All figs in the front rank count in melee
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Have a higher charge bonus
Get a bonus for every rank behind the front rank.
MUST pursue fleeing or retiring enemies.

Fanatics

Same a warband rules plus:
Are in a constant state of frenzy so they MUST automatically attack every enemy within charge distance, the 
player CANNOT stop this.  
MUST move a least 5cm forward every turn, CANNOT remain stationary except when in ambush scenarios. 
All figs in the front rank count double in melee (2 dice)


